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celery with tops, cooked together until tender; press through a
sieve, add enough evaporated milk to make it creamy, and salt
to taste. The milk in this vegetable puree will help to bring the
baby's milk ration to the required standard; and the cooking
of the skins in the soup insures an extra supply of mineral salts
and vitamins. Baby may have tomatoes as freely as he can be
persuaded to take them; and this persuasion should begin early,
as they are a valuable food. As soon as he learns to chew, he may
be allowed such raw vegetables as grated carrots. He will greatly
enjoy the privilege of chewing a stalk of celery, and he will chew
it so thoroughly that a few strings of celery fiber hanging to the
stalk, gripped so firmly by his little fist, will be the only evidence
left of the crisp delicacy. Just as he has learned to chew the
apple and the orange given to him in the hand, so can he eat
the strip of raw carrot that he will enjoy quite as much as the
stick of candy to which, unfortunately, he may be initiated later.
Ability to chew well will soon eliminate the necessity of pur£c>
and usually before the second year is over he will be able to eat
practically any fruit or vegetable in natural form,
As already suggested, vegetables should be cooked plain,
without fatty seasoning. A little salt may be added, and milk,
if it is necessary to include more milk in baby's ration. If
there is any question, baby should have the more tender por-
tion of the vegetables. He will delight in corn on the cob, and
tender ears may be given him. Splitting the row of kernels with
a sharp knife will make it easy for baby's little teeth to bite out
the tender part* Every child is a law unto himself, and mother
must at times be the judge. However, there has been much need-
less fear as to any harm that might come to the two-year-old
from the use of ordinary fruit and vegetable fiber. Milk he will
need to drink in addition to that he may have with his other food.
In the middle of the afternoon he will again have his orange
juice, tomato juice, or some simple fresh fruit like scraped apple.
After eighteen months it will be well if his between-meal fruit
be limited to juices only, and if from this on he has no solid food
between meals,
Supper. Supper will be about five, and will be much the
same as breakfast. It will include fruit raw or stewed cereal of

